Ancient Mothers
October 22, 2022
There is a tradition in the Tibetan culture that, "When 1000 Goddesses Gather,
the Divine Feminine will rebirth from fear to compassion."
What happens when 1000 times 1000 million goddess gather?

We in 2022, are the tip of the iceberg of souls who have birthed in female bodies I
guarantee you that our very ancient mothers knew and lived as divine Females,
anchored and rooted in Gaia, created and manifested, birth from the love held in
roots of sisterhood.
Who respected and honored the sensitivities and authority voice of Sophia, whose
reachers extended from roots with sword into the regions of all heave to secure
divine good for all earth life. and Grace the door to opened and flowed heart
energy, whole energy of Home to bless and lift life.
There may have been 1000 of women in circles around Gaia in those ancient days
of our beginnings 500,000 years ago.
Between the fires, songs, visions, of those 1000 souls, goddess, witch, wise
women, healers, mothers, grandmothers, aunties, sisters and our our circles
today in October 22, 2022. autrocities of violence, rape, targeted abuse
perpetuated by those using male body suits, millions upon millions of our
maternal ancestors were crushed.
As I opened my newsfeed this morning, to the news that Narkis Golan 32 year old
mother who fought into the Supreme Court and won to prevent her son from
being returned to his father in Italy, was found dead in her home last Wednesday
night, 4 months after the Court ruled.
We see the impact of the generations of intentional targeting to diminish and
destroy the Goddess, Divine Female voice over eons everywhere in our world.
Time to see and take action!

My mother, grandmothers, great-grandmothers were but small fragments of their
Divine Soul Magnificent. And so were yours!
Today, now, allow yourself to imagine meeting one of our ancient grandmother.
The grandmother in the far distant circle of women. Notice her gentle power. Her
magnificent presence of clarity, Her light of Divine Love has not dimmed.
Those ancient circles have been waiting for us, for you.
Knowing, sensing awakening and rising for purpose for action.
Sense Gaia holding their deep roots, Sophia the truth-teller of authority and
action, Grace secured restoration of heart power and the myriad of beings they
bring. And the great collectives of sisters, the roots of Gaia, the Azure of Sophia,
the pinks of Grace.
In your imagination, see the anchored roots of divine feminine voice in her past
circle.
Place our circle today, you in it, as the anchor of future. A continuum between
then and now.
Like Magic the thousands upon thousands of women in our maternal lines, all
ethnicities, races, indigenous cultures, all souls in Female body suits, from the
beginning to now are gathered into the space.
See the Sophia Sisters place themselves on the outer rim of this immense circle.
We are cocooned
With the clarity of deep truth, they thrust their staffs into the ground, their
swords onf authority into the heaven....
And you follow their lead.
Then their voices ring out and declare, "All that is, has, or would dominate,
abuse, discount, the Divine life of humanity are not allowed here!
Reverberations throughout Gaia, Up from Gaia into all forms, Not Allowed,
Removed!

All forms from agendas of domination.... dissolved, dismantled, extinct.
That this degree into any part of your family, your community our world..
Hold the staff and sword Not Allowed!

Vapors of Divine Good dissolve what we had thought was impossible,
The heavens open and Grace with her unlimited loving angels sweep through all
time and space to clear and bless.

Feel you anointing
The anointing and release of your maternal line back to it beginning.
You declare, As the power in physical female body, It is so and It is done!
Watch as 1000 million and more women rise from the ashes, holding the change
in every culture, country, government, community, family, individual

The legions of Goddess, Witch Wise women, visionaries, healers, alchemists rise
and are freed.

Capture your experience.

